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Abstract: The formation of natural gas hydrates during processing and transport of natural has
historically been one of the motivations for research on hydrates. In recent years, there has been much
focus on the use of hydrate as a phase for compact transport of natural gas, as well as many other
applications such as desalination of seawater and the use of hydrate phase in heat pumps. The huge
amounts of energy in the form of hydrates distributed in various ways in sediments is a hot topic
many places around the world. Common to all these situations of hydrates in nature or industry is
that temperature and pressure are both defined. Mathematically, this does not balance the number of
independent variables minus conservation of mass and minus equilibrium conditions. There is a need
for thermodynamic models for hydrates that can be used for non-equilibrium systems and hydrate
formation from different phase, as well as different routes for hydrate dissociation. In this work we
first discuss a residual thermodynamic model scheme with the more commonly used reference method
for pressure temperature stability limits. However, the residual thermodynamic method stretches
far beyond that to other routes for hydrate formation, such as hydrate formation from dissolved
hydrate formers. More important, the residual thermodynamic method can be utilized for many
thermodynamic properties involved in real hydrate systems. Consistent free energies and enthalpies
are only two of these properties. In non-equilibrium systems, a consistent thermodynamic reference
system (ideal gas) makes it easier to evaluate most likely distribution of phases and compositions.

Keywords: hydrate; phase transitions; statistical mechanics; thermodynamic properties

1. Introduction

The problems of hydrate formation in pipelines during transport of hydrocarbons and other
hydrate forming components is as old as the modern oil industry itself. The need for calculations
of hydrate formation conditions in order to design appropriate measures to counteract problems of
pipeline blockings is a continuous effort. During the last three decades there has been a substantial
increase in the interest of natural gas hydrates as an energy source, which requires calculation of
phase transition conditions and phase transition kinetics. However, also other sides of natural gas
hydrates motivate the developments of better and more complete tools for calculations of hydrate
phase transitions. Hydrate exposed to inflow of seawater through fracture systems leads to leakage
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fluxes of methane to the oceans and potentially also to air. All these dynamics processes may also lead
to geo mechanical instability and landslides.

Calculation of hydrate phase transitions has a long history. Many early strategies were based on
analogies to calculations of gas/Liquid distributions in hydrocarbon systems. Gas–liquid mole-fraction
ratios and K-values are used along with a mass balance to calculate distributions of oil and gas, as well
as composition of the phases. In the early days before computers became commercially available,
K-value charts for various components were developed. Similar K-value charts were also developed
for various hydrate formers in a similar analogy for hydrate equilibrium calculations. It is far beyond
the scope of this work to discuss the very old strategies for hydrate equilibrium calculations and for
this we refer to some history in Koh & Sloan [1]. Using a semi-grand canonical ensemble, van der Waal
& Platteeuw [2] derived a Langmuir-type adsorption theory for hydrate which generated various
ways to treat the hydrate phase in a more modern fashion, using equations of state to describe the
impact of hydrate formers on thermodynamic equilibrium. One version of the modern way to model
hydrate equilibrium was based on the use of a reference hydrate, and mostly credited to Parrish and
Prausnitz [1,3]. For review of other methods and more details the reader is directed to other literature
such as [1].

In this work we only focus on two different approaches. The first method is what we can call a
reference approach since it utilizes a reference state and differences between a pure water phase and
empty hydrate of either structure I, II or H. A second method uses residual thermodynamics for all
components in all phases, including hydrate.

2. Motivation and Overview

Frequently independent thermodynamic variables are often used to evaluate energy processes.
One typical example is evaluation of risk for hydrate formation, which is frequently discussed in terms
of pressure and temperature stability limits. This projection of the whole stability regime, which also
includes concentrations in all co-existing phases do not tell directly if the free energy change needed to
create hydrate. Moreover, it does tell anything about how the released heat of hydrate formation and
dissociation, is a multi-phase problem in which Gibbs distributed away from the formed hydrate.

This is just one example that tells us that we need a system for analyzing hydrates which is
based on thermodynamic responses rather than independent thermodynamic variables. Practically
this means that we need to develop model systems which analyze hydrate formation and hydrate
dynamics based on free energy changes for the variety of possible (combined first and second law) as
responses to changes in temperature, pressure and concentrations. Any phase transition determine
phase distributions under constraints of dynamics is implicitly coupled to related mass and heat
transport. Pressure and temperature dynamics and heat transport dynamics. We therefore also need a
consistent rote to calculations of enthalpies, as the first law response to independent variables like
temperature, pressures and concentrations. Similar examples related to hydrates in porous media are
just a two-dimensional projection of all independent thermodynamic variables. Concentrations are
also discussed in this study.

Another important motivation for this work is that hydrates in porous media can never reach
true thermodynamic equilibrium. As we demonstrate in this study there is a lower limit of all
hydrate formers and former in surrounding water in all co-existing phases are additional independent
thermodynamic variables. One which is needed in order to keep hydrate stable. There is even a lower
limit of the objectives water in gas needed in order to prevent the hydrate from sublimation. Overall,
there are far too many active phases of this work is to provide a thermodynamic overview of the
relevance to hydrate formation and hydrate stability to fulfill the balance between number of some
independent variables on one side and conservation laws plus condition of the phase transitions which
are often omitted. thermodynamic equilibrium on the other side. When temperature and pressure are
both defined in a reservoir or in a pipeline two independent variables are already fixed. Even with
only one hydrate former plus water there are three phases when hydrate forms. That leaves only one
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independent thermodynamic variable and two are defined. In reality, as also discussed here, hydrate
systems in porous media is more mathematically over determined compare tow two fixed independent
thermodynamic variables.

This is just one example that tells us that we need a new thermodynamic toolbox which is able
to calculate all the hydrate phase transitions of significance for hydrates in sediments or hydrates
forming during transport of hydrate formers in a pipeline. This also involves the need for calculation
of enthalpies of hydrate phase transitions. Moreover, since hydrate formed from different phases
has different stability there is need for a toolbox which also calculated free energies of the various
co-existing phases. This is a second objective of this work.

Offshore methane hydrate reservoirs are always in a dynamic state. This implies that fracture
systems from below bring in hydrocarbons that lead to formation of hydrate with groundwater. At the
same time seawater is leaking into the hydrate filled sediments through fracture systems. As will be
discussed in more detail in this study this leads dissociation of hydrates because the seawater content
of methane is almost zero. A third objective of this work is to shed more light on important hydrate
stability limits, beyond the temperature pressure projection of the stability limits

There are many thermodynamic packages for calculating pressure and temperature stability limits.
These are based on very old calculation routes from around 1970. There are many drawbacks related
to these old approaches. And a fundamental limitation is that thermodynamic properties like chemical
potentials are empirically fitted. Practically these packages only calculate hydrate formation from a
separate hydrate former phase and liquid water or ice. It is not

What is new here is a complete concept for calculating hydrate stability limits in various projections.
Not only in temperature and pressure, but also for hydrate formation from dissolved hydrate formers
and hydrate dissociation towards water under saturated with hydrate former. These types of hydrate
phase transitions are critical in the hydrate dynamics related to fracture systems that connects offshore
hydrate bearing formations in contact with seawater. However, the most important is a goal of this
study to do an extensive comparison of the residual scheme and the reference model. However, it is
actually fairly simple to rewrite programs based on the reference over to a residual complete and
consistent thermodynamic model system. A fourth objective is therefore to illustrate the thermodynamic
similarities, and hopefully, to illustrate what changes are needed to reformulate reference schemes over
to residual thermodynamic schemes. That can easily be implemented into hydrate reservoir simulators
or hydrate risk evaluation software. This can make substantial steps forward in evaluation of hydrate
production scenarios.

The next section gives an overview of the residual thermodynamic concept, along with a brief
description of what we call the reference method. The main purpose of this section is to point of
advantages and drawbacks of the two different schemes, and also provide a platform for residual
thermodynamic analysis of other routes to hydrate dissociation and formation.

In Section 3, we show some examples for hydrate stability limits as based on the residual
thermodynamic scheme and on the reference method. Since we do not have any code for the reference
method we have used software which is publicly available and documented in many other publications
from other groups. Another new element in this section is the estimation of a hydrate curve for
CO2 which also includes the impact of a CO2 phase transition which is frequently overlooked and
smoothened out.

Section 4 focuses on hydrate formation from dissolved hydrate formers as well as the dissociation
limits for hydrate in presence of water which in under saturated with hydrate formers. These phase
transitions are very important in analysis of hydrate dynamics in sediments, but also during hydrate
formation and dissociation in a multiphase flow line containing hydrocarbon oil and gas phases and
separate liquid water phase. Hydrate can nucleate and form towards rusty pipeline walls and on
water–gas interface (and potentially water–liquid interface). During turbulent flow, these hydrates can
dissociate again when exposed to water lean on hydrate formers.
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Hydrate dissociation needs two conditions to be fulfilled. The free energy change has to be large
enough to efficiently release water and hydrate former from the hydrate. During formation of hydrate
there is a barrier related to the push work needed for make space for the new phase. During hydrate
dissociation the guest molecules have to cross a thin interface of structured water and correspondingly
low diffusivity. In addition to this “penalty” of slow mass transport and need for a significant free
energy difference the necessary heat must be supplied. Reducing pressure to below temperature
and pressure stability is one method for producing hydrate. The questions are; are the free energy
differences sufficient and how is heat supplied. Is there sufficient heat supply? Estimation of consistent
enthalpies is crucial in hydrate production. Moreover, the calculations need to be consistent with free
energy calculation for the phase transition changes in order to give the correct entropy generation.
In Section 5, we discuss thermodynamic models for Gibbs free energy and enthalpy derived from the
residual thermodynamic concept.

The study is completed with a discussion in Section 6, followed by our conclusions.

3. Thermodynamic Models in Residual Thermodynamics Model and the Reference
Models Method

In a thermodynamic description we will use µm
k as symbol for chemical potential for component k

in a phase m. Within the limitations of this work m will be water (ice or liquid), hydrate, gas (hydrate
former phase as gas, liquid or supercritical) and adsorbed. Index k will be H2O and any other
component that distributes over the phases m. This also include possible thermodynamic inhibitors.
Fugacity f m

k is defined for each component as:

dµm
k (T, P,

→
x ) = RTd ln f m

k (T, P,
→
x ) (1)

R is the universal gas constant, T is temperature and P is pressure. Equation (1) is merely a
difference equation that requires a reference state. With ideal gas as reference state Equation (1) can be
integrated in two steps to:

µ
idealgas,mix
k (T, P,

→
x ) − µideagas,pure

k (T, P,
→
x )

= RT ln xkP
P = RT ln xk

(2)

µm
k (T, P,

→
x ) − µidealgas,mix

k (T, P,
→
x )

= RT ln
f m
k (T,P,

→
x )

xkP = RT lnφm
k (T, P,

→
x )

(3)

Equations (1)–(3) give two routes to residual thermodynamic description of a phase:

µm
k (T, P,

→
x ) = µ

idealgas,pure
k (T, P,

→
x ) + RT ln

[
xkφ

m
k (T, P,

→
x )

]
(4)

f m
k (T, P,

→
x ) = xkφ

m
k (T, P,

→
x )P (5)

In the original derivation by van der Waal and Platteeuw [2] the water lattice were assumed to be
rigid while a later derivation (Kvamme & Tanaka [4]) permitted movement of the water molecules in
the lattice. This latter approach made it possible to investigate the effect of guest movements on the
water lattice by using a different evaluation for the impact of the guest movements. The treatment
of guest molecule movements in the cavity as a harmonic oscillating spring, from minimum energy
state in a molecular dynamics study [4] provides insight into hydrate destabilization effects due to size
and mass.

µH
H2O = µO,H

H2O −
∑

k=1,2

RTvk ln

1 +
∑

i

hki

 (6)
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µO,H
H2O is the chemical potential for water in an empty clathrate. Number of cavities is ν,

with bubscripts k for large and small cavities, respectively. For structure I, which is the main focus
here, νøarge = 3/24 and νsmall = 1/24. Within the scope of this work we will assume that only one guest
molecule can enter a cavity. The harmonis oscillator approach model can be expressed as:

hki = eβ[µki−∆gki] (7)

Chemical potential for molecule type i in cavity type k. We will assume that small and large
cavities are at equilibrium so that:

µlargei = µsmalli (8)

For a system at equilibrium then the chemical potential for a guest molecule in a cavity is equal to
the chemical potential for the same molecule in the equilibrium phase. ∆gk1 is the Gibbs free energy
change for inclusion for guest molecule I in a cavity of type k.

The most classical example is a hydrate former phase (gas, liquid, supercritical) in contact
with liquid (or ice) water that form a hydrate. For these three phases there are 12 independent
thermodynamic variable, 3 conservation laws and 8 conditions of equilibrium. As is trivially known
we can then fix one independent thermodynamic variable, commonly T or P. For this particular case
equation of ququilibrium we have:

hki = eβ[µ
gas
i (T,P,

→
x )−∆gki] (9)

For the equilibrium between the gas and the hydrate.

µ
gas
i (T, P,

→
x ) = µ

pure,idealgas
i (T, P,

→
x ) + RTln

[
xiφi(T, P,

→
x )

]
(10)

In the classical formulation of van der Waal & Platteeuw [3], an alternative formulation for (9) for
a rigid water lattice is:

hki = f gas
i (T, P,

→
x )Cki(T) = xiφi(T, P,

→
x )PCki(T) (11)

The Langmuir constant Cki(T) for a molecule i in cavity k and given below as Equation (12). For a
molecule like methane the results from (9) and (11) are almost the same while smaller molecules such
as N2 are better represented by (11). For a large molecules likw CO2 the difference in impact on water
hydrate chemical potential, Equation (6), is one kJ/mole since the movements of CO2 interferes with
some water lattice librations. In the simplest case of a monoatomic spherical guest molecules the
Langmuir constant is a simple integral over the Boltzmann factors of interaction energies between the
guest molecule and surrounding waters.

Cki(T) =
1

kBT

y
eβ[ϕiw(x,y,z)]dxdydz (12)

For nonlinear multi-atomic representations of guest molecules the integration will involve
rorational degrees of freedom. Guest–guest interactions between guest in different are also significant [5].
Polar guest molecules such as H2S will also get extra stabilization from coulumbic interactions between
the partial charges in H2S and water molecules in the cavity lattice [6]. For CO2, on the other hand,
the quadropole moment will result in a destabilization effect [6]. However, for now Equation (12)
serves as sufficient illustration. Various simplifications of (12) can be found in [2].

The most common guest/water interaction model in present versions hydrate equilibrium codes
based of the reference method is based on a spherically smeared out version of the Kihara potential for
interactions between a water and a guest. The Kihara potential can be expressed as:
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φi j(ri j) = εi j

( σi j

ri j − ai j

)12

−

(
σi j

ri j − ai j

)6 (13)

i and j are molecular indexes while ri j − ai j is the closest distance between the two molecules. σi j is a
molecular diameter and εi j is a well-depth. For aij equal to zero (13) reduces to the Lennard–Jones 12-6
potential which we and many others have utilized in various studies. See for instance references [4–6].
A summation of pariwise interactions in Equation (12) is possible and integration can be conducted
efficiently using a Monte Carlo approach [5,6], but it is more common to use an integrated smeared
interaction version in which the average water/guest interaction are smeared out over the surface of a
speheriaclly smoothed cavity radius R with z being the number of waters represented in this spehical
shell. Z is therefore 20 for small cavity and 24 for large cavity. The details of this integration to reach
at the spherically smoothed potential is far too extensive to include here. See reference [2] for more
details and further references. The final results is for each specific cavity k is:

ϕiw(r) = 2Zkεiw

 σ12
iw

R11
k r

(
∆10 +

aiw
Rk

∆11
)
−

σ6
iw

R5
kr

(
∆4 +

aiw
Rk

∆5
) (14)

∆N =
1
N

(1− r
Rk
−

aiw
Rk

)−N

−

(
1−

r
Rk
−

aiw
Rk

)N (15)

The sperically symmetric integration version of (12) can then be expressed as:

Cki(T) =
4π
kBT

∞∫
0

eβ[ϕiw(x,y,z)]r2dr (16)

Some Kihara parameters for the smoother cavity approach are listed below in Table 1. These are
of course fitted also with specific fitted parameters when the reference approach is used. As such the
Kihara papameters in Table 1 should be used with reference parameters published from the same
research groups. List of various published reference properties are listed in Table 1 below. Cavity raidii
published and coordination numbers published by various research groups are listed in Table 2 below.

Table 1. A selection of some available Kihara parameters from open literature for some guest molecules
that creates structure I hydrate. Mixing rules for unlike molecules (water and specific guest). Mixing
rules are the usual Lorentz–Berthelot: σiw = 0.5•(σi + σw) aiw = 0.5•(ai + aw) and εiw =

√
εiεw.

Type
Kihara Parameters

Reference
σg

* (Å) εg/k (K) ag (Å) ω

Methane

3.565 227.13 0.283 0.007 [7]

3.2398 153.17 0.300 [3]

3.501 197.39 0.260 0.000 [8,9]

3.1695 154.1815 0.3834 [10]

3.102 161.368 0.3834 [11]

3.0367 151.7117 0.3864 [12]

3.2512 153.69 0.2950 [13]

Carbon Dioxide

3.760 424.16 0.615 [7]

2.9681 169.09 0.360 [3]

3.407 506.25 0.677 0.225 [8,9]

2.9040 171.97 0.7530 [13,14]
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Table 1. Cont.

Type
Kihara Parameters

Reference
σg

* (Å) εg/k (K) ag (Å) ω

Ethane

3.4315 183.32 0.000 [14]

4.433 202.52 0.000 [7]

3.3180 174.97 0.400 [3]

4.036 393.2 0.574 [8,9]

3.3404 180.0164 0.5651 [10]

3.2819 164.4899 0.5655 [12]

H2O of Structure I
σw (Å) εw/k (K) aw (Å)

[8,9]
3.56438 102.134 0

Table 2. Average smoothed lattice properties of structure I gas hydrates.

Coordination Number Average Cavity Radius (Å)
References

Small Cavity (512) Large Cavity (51,262) Small Cavity (512) Large Cavity (51,262)

20 24 3.95 4.30 [1]

20 24 3.875 4.152 [15]

20 24 3.875 4.30 [16]

20 24 3.94 4.30 [17]

3.94 4.30 [18]

20 24 3.95 4.33 [2,19,20]

3.95 4.33 [11]

20 24 3.95 4.30 [21]

In order to complete the rquilibrium calculation for hydrate formation between gas, liquid water
and hydrate the symmetric excess formulation of water chemical potential is:

µwater
H2O (T, P,

→
x ) = µ

pure,H2O
H2O (T, P) + RTln

[
xH2OγH2O(T, P,

→
x )

]
(17)

lim
[
γH2O

(
T, P,

→
x
)]
= 1.0 when xH2O approaches unity

γH2O is the activity coefficient of the liquid water as function dissolved hydrate formers as well
as additives like methanol and salt. One approach for solving the equilibrium for water is based on
residual thermodynamics also for hydrate. For a well defined activity of water accirding to impacts
of solutes the solution of Equation (17) is feasible because liquid water chemical potential as well as
empty hydrate chemical potential is known from molecular dynamics simulations and verified in
many publication. Some recent examples are [22–30].

µwater
H2O (T, P,

→
x ) = µH

H2O(T, P,
→
x ) (18)

With known gas composition and a model for the gas fugacity coefficient, we have utilized the
SRK [31] equation of state in anumber of recent publications. Equations (6) and (17) in (18) can be
solved for T if a pressure is given or alternatively for P when temperature is given.

In the absence of data for liquid water chemical potential and water chemical potential for water
in empty clathrate of either structure of hydrate Equations (6) and (17) in (18) can be reformulated to:
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µ
pure,H2O
H2O (T, P) − µO,H

H2O(T, P) = ∆µH2O(T, P) =

−
∑

k=1,2
RTvkln

(
1 +

∑
i

hki

)
−RTln

[
xH2OγH2O(T, P,

→
x )

] (19)

In which either (9) or (11) can be utilized to calculate the cavity partition functions for small and
large cavity fillings of the varous guest molecules in the system.

Equation (19) is hereafter denited as the reference method. Direct iterative solution of Equation (18)
using chemical potentials for for pure liquid water (or ice) as well as empty clatharet water
chemical potential in (6) from Kvamme & Tanaka [4] is now the residual thermodynamic method.
The chemical potential difference in (19) is typically fitted towatds experimental data through the
following parameters:

∆µH2O(T0, P0) (20)

∂
[

∆µH2O(T,P)
RT

]
P,
→

N

∂T
= −

[
∆HH2O(T, P)

RT2

]
(21)

∆HH2O(T, P) is the enthalpy difference between liquid water enthalpy and empty hydrate
water enthalpy.

∆HH2O(T, P) = ∆HH2O(T0, P0) +

T∫
T0

∆CpH2O(T)dT + ∆VH2O(P− P0) (22)

∆CpH2O(T) is the specific heat capacity difference between liquid water and empty hydrate for
the sppecific structure in consideration.

Liquid water density does not change much over the limited range of liquid water temperatures
for hydrate stability. There is a slight temperature dependency in the hydrate lattice constant [32],
but not substantial so a constant ∆VH2O in (22) is fair enough, as also indicated in the equation.

In summary the reference approach needs fitted values for (20), ∆HH2O(T0, P0∂), two parameters for
∆CpH2O(T) with a linear dependency approximation. Moreover, finally ∆VH2O. Altogether 5 parameters
that needs to be fitted.

Some selected values from open literature for the parameters discussed above is listed in Table 3
below. There may be many more since the various groups using this method may not always publish
their fitted values.

Table 3. Selected parameters for reference properties from open literature (Structure I at 273.15 K and
1 bar).

∆µH2O(T0,P0)
(J·mol−1)

∆HH2O(T,P)
(J·mol−1)

∆CpH2O(T)
(J·mol−1

·K−1)
∆VH2O

(cm3
·mol−1)

Reference

699 0 in ice 3.0 in ice [1]

1264.172 1151.15 in ice;
−6012.3518 in liquid water

−38.13446 +
0.14065(T−273.1) 3.0 in ice [3]

1235 1684 in ice;
−4328 in liquid water

−37.32 + 0.179(T−273.15),
T > 273.15;
0.565 + 0.002(T−273.15),
T < 273.15

[33]

1297 1389 in ice [34]

1120 1714 in ice;
−4297 in liquid water

−34.583 + 0.189(T−273.15),
T > 273.15;
3.315 + 0.0121(T−273.15),
T < 273.15

2.9959 in ice;
4.5959 in liquid water [8]

1299.4 1861 in ice −37.32 [35]
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Table 3. Cont.

∆µH2O(T0,P0)
(J·mol−1)

∆HH2O(T,P)
(J·mol−1)

∆CpH2O(T)
(J·mol−1

·K−1)
∆VH2O

(cm3
·mol−1)

Reference

1291 1451 in ice 0.65 [36]

1120 1714 in ice;
−4297 in liquid water

−34.583 + 0.189(T−273.15),
T > 273.15;
3.315 + 0.0121(T−273.15),
T < 273.15

2.9959 in ice;
4.5959 in liquid water [9,17]

1287 931 in ice 0 [37]

1264 1151 in ice;
−4858 in liquid water 39.16 3.0 in ice;

4.6 in liquid water [38]

1287 −5081.35 in liquid water −38.12 4.6 in liquid water [11]

1264 1151 in ice;
−6011 in liquid water

3.0 in ice;
4.6 in liquid water [21]

1297 1389 in ice;
−4620.5 in liquid water

−37.32 + 0.179(T−273.15),
T > 273.15;
0.565 + 0.002(T−273.15),
T < 273.15

3.0 in ice;
4.601 in liquid water [3,13,33,34]

In addition to the fitting of fundamental thermodynamic properties the interaction energies
between water and guest molecules typically involves fitting of three parameters in a Kihara
type of potential for each guest molecule in each type of cavity for the integral in Equation (12).
These integrations are normally conducted over a spherically smoothened cavity. See for instance
Sloan’s book [2]. While the small cavity of structure I is symmetric the large cavirt in structure I is
asymmetric and on average non-spherical due to the two hexagonal faces.

4. Hydrate Stability Limits in the Pressure–Temperature Projection of Independent
Thermodynamic Variable

For one hydrate former and liquid water distributed over 3 phases the number of independent
thermodynamic variables are 12 and the sum of conservation laws and conditions of equilibrium
is 11. Equilibrium is therefore only possible if one thermodynamic variable is defined. For given
temperatures we can therefore solve conditions of equilibrium according to (18) using either the
residual thermodynamic scheme or the reference scheme. For the latter alternative we could only find
CSMHYD [39] as an open source to compare with, along with experimental data. A comparison is
plotted in Figure 1 for CH4 hydrate. A comparison for CO2 hydrate is plotted in Figure 2. A comparison
between calculated stability limits for a mixture of CO2 and CH4 is plotted in Figure 3 and compared
to experimental data from open literature. Note that CSMHYD do not estimate the phase transition
over to more dense CO2 phase.

Even if another hydrate former is added so that Gibbs phase rule is achieved it does not mean
that the system can reach equilibrium. The reason is three-fold:

(1) More than one hydrate phase forms due to formation from separate hydrate former and water
pluss hydrate forming from dissolved hydrate former in water or hydrate former adsorbed
on minerals;

(2) Even for hydrate forming from a separate hydrate former phase and water the various components
have different desires to adsorb on liquid water. This depends on the the interaction between
each of the hydrate formers and water, as well as the thermodynamic state of the various hydrate
formers. In a mixture of CH4 and CO2 then CH4 is superritical and CO2 is subcritical. See for
instance Kvamme [22] for an illustration of these aspects;
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(3) The combined first and second laws of thermodynamics will direct the system toward formation
of the most stable hydrates first, under constraints of mass and heat transport. Then there will be
a gradual change in hydrate composition.
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These aspects are illustrated in Figure 4. Each of these two figures is a combination of two
equilibrium calculations and results from dynamic experiments published by Lequang et al. [49].
The experimental data point is obtained using two crystallization methods. High rate means that
the experiment is started with high supersaturation. This can be a high ∆P above hydrate stability
limit P for a defined temperature. Or it can be large ∆T below hydrate stability T for a fixed pressure.
The results from high rate experiment is plotted in Figure 4a together with equilibrium data from
this work and from CSMHYD. Low rate experimental data are plotted in Figure 4b with equilibrium
calculations. For details on the experiments and timeline for pressure temperature developments the
reader is directed to the original study of Lequang et al [49]. In this context the qualitative aspects are
the most important.
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Figure 4. Hydrate formed from a mixed gas and liquid water. (a) Calculated quilibrium curve for slow
christalization of (0.95% CH4 + 0.035% CO2 + 0.019% C2H6) hydrate. This work (solid), results from
CSMHYD [39] (dashed) and experimental data from Le Quang et al. [49]; (b) calculated quilibrium
curve for high or fast christalization of (0.95% CH4 + 0.035% CO2 + 0.019% C2H6) hydrate. This work
(solid) results from CSMHYD [39] (dashed) and experimental data from Le Quang et al [49].

High thermodynamic driving force witll enhance the impact of points (2) and (3). Criticalpoint for
C2H6 is 305.3 K and 48.7 bar and for CO2 the critical point is at 304.1 K and 73.8 bar. The relative driving
for for condensation of C2H6 and CO2 versus the supercritical CH4 is substantial. In contrast to the
non-polar hydrocarbons the quadropole moment of CO2 also has a favorable interaction with liquid
water in the adsorption on water prior to hydrate formation. A fairly flat initial hydrate formation curve
indicates dominance of C2H6 and CO2 in the first hydrate films, than the slow crystallization in Figure 4b.
Note that the long periods of almost invisible response in the experiments is not nucleation, but very
slow transport through hydrate films and thermodynamically controlled rearrangements of hydrate
films between hydrate former phase and water. See for instance Kvamme [23] and Kvamme et al. [28]
for discussion on nucleation times and critical sizes for CH4 and CO2 hydrates. Critical diameters are
on nano scale diameters and associated nucleation times are in the order of nano seconds.

In view of points (1) to (3) and the discussion above hydrates in nature or industry can never
reach full thermodynamic equilibrium because there are too many active phases of relevance for
hydrate formation and dissociation. Separate fluid phase, liquid water, adsorbed on mineral surfaces
and several hydrate phases shows this whether Gibbs phase rule is applied or a full balance of
independent thermodynamic variables versus conservations laws or conditions for equilibrium is
utilized. As discussed in the next section formation of hydrate from dissolved hydrate formers in water
can, mathematically speaking, form infinite number of hydrate phases. All these hydrate will have
different composition, different density and different Gibbs free energy. By thermodynamic definition
they are therefore all different phases. This can be seen by looking at how the cavity partition function
relate to cavity fillings and corresponding mole-fractions in hydrate. In a non-equilibrium system there
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is no rule that says that chemical potential is the same for all components in all phases. In contrast
to an equilibrium system the phase distribution in a non-equilibrium system is determined by point
(3) above. Moreover, then also the distribution of each component in each phase related to a unique
chemical potential for each components in each phase locally.

θki =
hki

1 +
∑
j

hki
(23)

θki is the filling fraction of component i in cavity type k

xH
i =

θlarge,iνlarge + θsmall,iνsmall

1 + θlarge,iνlarge + θsmall,iνsmall
(24)

ν is fraction of cavity per water. Subscripts large or small means large and small cavity, respectively
and i is a guest component index. Corresponding mole-fraction water is then given by:

xH
H2O = 1−

∑
i

xH
i (25)

The associated hydrate Gibbs free energy is then:

G(H) = xH
H2Oµ

H
H2O +

∑
i

xH
i µ

H
i (26)

5. Hydrate Stability Limits in the Projection of Hydrate Former Concentration in
Surrounding Water

Formation of hydrate from solution is possible in between the solubility limit of the actaual guest
molecule(s) in water and a lower limit os hydrate stability as function of concentration of the same
solutes in water. (18) still applies, but for a defined set of T and P the mole-fraction of hydrate former
in the water solution outside the hydrate is now the unknown variable to be solved for in terms of
hydrate stability. The actual mole-fraction found in the lower concentration limit for hydrate stability
towards water containing hydrate former(s). The relevamt version of (6) is now:

hki = eβ[µ
aqueous
i (T,P,

→
x )−∆gki] (27)

in which the superscript aqueous denote chemical potential for the actual hydrate former dissolved
in water. For hydrate formers of limited solubility the asymmetric excess convention is the most
appropriate to use:

µ
aqueous
i (T, P,

→
x ) = µ∞i (T, P,

→
x ) + RTln

[
xiγ
∞

i (T, P,
→
x )

]
(28)

µ∞,Residual
CH4

= 3.665 +
40.667

TR
−

48.860
T2

R

(29)

The associated ideal gas chemical potential is trivially given by the temperature and the density
of the molecule at infinite dilution in water. We have used experimental data for the infinite dilution of
methane in liquid water. This is almost constant for variation of pressure and limited dependent on
temperature for the relevant conditions. Parameters for the fitted model of activity coefficients are
given in Table 4 for Equation (30).

lnγ∞CH4
(T, P,

→
x ) =

39∑
i=1,2

[
a0(i) +

a1(i + 1)
TR

]
(xCH4)

[0.05+ i−1
40 ] (30)
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Table 4. Parameters for Equation (30).

I a0 a1 I a0 a1 i a0 a1

1 1.360608 3.796962 15 11.580192 16.384626 29 23.855418 31.720767

3 0.033630 0.703216 17 0.087295 13.171333 31 35.125907 37.064849

5 0.656974 12.441339 19 0.558793 13.556732 33 33.675110 41.544360

7 1.763890 21.119318 21 23.753020 16.573197 35 27.027285 57.609882

9 5.337858 33.298760 23 10.128675 13.591099 37 19.026786 54.961702

11 0.024750 12.387276 25 −41.212178 5.060082 39 37.872252 57.204781

13 48.353808 17.261174 27 −31.279868 31.289978

For CO2, a slightly different approach is utilized. The density of CO2 as dissolved in water will
correspond to the partial molar volume of CO2 at infinite dilution. The infinite dilution ideal gas
chemical potential is not very sensitive to pressure, so the following approximation to only temperature
dependency is considered as adequate:

µ
∞,idealgas
CO2

= −130.006 +
163.818

T0,R
−

64.898
T2

0,R

(31)

where T0,R is 273.15 K divided by the actual temperature. Equation (31) does not apply to temperatures
above 303 K due to the limited range of temperatures for which infinite partial molar volumes are used
and for temperatures above 273.15 K.

The fugacity coefficient for CO2 in water is fitted using the following function:

lnφwater
CO2

(T, P,
→
x ) =

39∑
i=1,2

[
a0(i) +

a1(i + 1)
TR

]
(xCO2)

[0.05+ i−1
40 ] (32)

where TR is reduced temperature and defined as actual T in Kelvin divided by critical temperature
for CO2 (304.35 K). The lower summation 1, 2 indicates starting from 1 and counting in steps of 2.
Parameters are given in Table 5 below. The vector sign on mole-fraction x denote mole-fractions and
any arrow on top of x denote the vector of all mole-fractions in the actual phase.

Table 5. Parameters for Equation (32).

I a0 a1 I a0 a1 i a0 a1

1 −139.137483 −138.899061 15 80.411175 88.536302 29 60.126698 64.683147

3 −76.549658 −72.397006 17 82.710575 90.262518 31 54.782421 58.865478

5 −20.868725 −14.715982 19 82.017332 89.094887 33 49.592998 53.235844

7 18.030987 24.548835 21 79.373137 85.956670 35 44.500001 47.728622

9 44.210433 52.904238 23 75.429910 81.519167 37 39.869990 42.730831

11 63.353037 71.596515 25 70.680932 76.270320 39 35.597488 38.125674

13 74.713278 82.605791 27 65.490785 70.551406

The chemical potential for CO2 that applies to Equations (23) for an equilibrium case is then
given as:

µ
aqueous
CO2

(T, P,
→
y ) = µ

∞,idealgas
CO2

(T, P,
→
y ) + RTln

[
xCO2φCO2(T, P,

→
x )

]
(33)

Since the chemical potential of CO2 is not necessarily the same for dissolved CO2 in water and
CO2 in gas (or liquid) in a non-equilibrium situation, then hydrate formed according to Equation (2)
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will be different from the first hydrate and accordingly denoted H2. The composition of this hydrate
will be different as seen from the corresponding compositions, which follows from Equations (23)–(25).

Some comparisons with experimental data from Yang et al. [50] are shown in Figure 4 for
CH4. These comparisons are not directly representative due to the experimental setup and how the
experiments are conducted. Furthermore, note that the is a very small pressure dependency in the
calculated stability limits, but hardly visible on the scales in Figure 5. These curves are stability limits
between two condensed phases. There is a very small poynting correction on the liquid side and a
small poynting correction on the hydrate side these will almost cancel. The partial molar volume
of water in hydrate is slightly larger than partial molar volume of liquid water, but the impact is
not visible over the range of pressures in Figure 5a,b. It is also important to keep in mind that all
these calculations are pure predictions. Parameters in the cavity Gibbs free energy of inclusions are
derived from Molecular Dynamics simulations and the parameters are the same for all thermodynamic
calculations and stability limits in the temperature pressure projection of the stability limit window.

For practical purposes of stability limits towards incoming water through fractures in a sediment
and associated dissociation kinetics of in situ hydrate the calculated results are more than accurate
enough for the purpose, and the actual error bars related to the experiments are fairly uncertan.
Another dimension of this is the hydrate stability window between solubility contour and lowest limit
of hydrate stability, which is plotted in Figure 6a. The points for 278.1 K and 278.2 K are hardly visible
due to the red contour of the hydrate stability and the yellow contour of the solubility.
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Figure 5. (a) Calculated lowest limit mole-fraction of CH4 in water needed to keep hydrate stable
at 273.16 K (solid curve) and experimental data from Yang et al. [50] for 273.1 K (o); (b) calculated
lowest limit mole-fraction of CH4 in water needed to keep hydrate stable at 278.18 K (solid curve) and
experimental data from Yang et al. [50] for 278.1 K (o) and 278.2 K (*).

We could not find any open hydrate codes based on the difference method that can calculate hydrate
formation from various concentrations of dissolved hydrate formers in water. These calculations are
critical in many natural situations of hydrates in sediments.

Seawater leaking through fractures will lead to hydrate dissociation due to very limited CH4

in the incoming seawater. This is will lead to fluxes of methane bubbling out from the sediments.
Two situations can occur, depending on seafloor temperatures and pressures. If temperature and
pressure are outside hydrate stability limits then the methane will bubble out through the seawater
column in the fracture. Some CH4 will dissolve and partly be converted through biochemical reactions.
If the upcoming gas enters hydrate formation conditions of temperature and pressure at the seafloor,
then a dynamically unstable situation develop. Hydrate will dissociate towards seawater under
saturated with CH4 from the seafloor side and reform quickly from the reservoir side. This is a complex
system in which also the dynamics of biologic comsumption of released CH4 from the top-side can
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be very important. In some cases the dynamics of geo-biologic ecosystems can even dominate the
consumption of released CH4.
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In a bigger picture there is a dynamic balance between incoming hydrate formers through fracture
systems from below the hydrate formation zones and dissociation of hydrate through fracture systems
that brings in seawater from top. If the dissociation flux of hydrate caused by incoming seawater is
higher than the flux of new hydrate formation this situation will in the long run lead to depletion of the
hydrate. In worst case this can lead to local geo mechanical instabilities and in the worst case landslides.

However, even during hydrate production using for instance pressure reduction hydrate
dissociation towards under saturated water can play a significant role. Pumping out water leads
to circulation of water from other sections of the sediments through hydrate filled sediments.
This incoming water may very well may be water that is under saturated with CH4 and as such phase
transitions discussed in this section can assist in hydrate dissociation.

Another important aspects of the residual scheme is that all phases are calculated based on ideal
gas as reference state. This results in a very transparent comparison of phase stability which is not
possible in the same way with the reference scheme, even if specific parameters are used for also being
able to calculate phase transitions discussed in this section. Hydrate compositions and free energies
calculated from any route discussed above and below are directly comparable in terms of relative
stability. Practically this will be a tool for evaluation of which phases that will dissociate first under
various changes of conditions. Moreover, even under constant boundary conditions hydrates of higher
Gibbs free energy can be consumed in favor of growth of hydrates of lower Gibbs free energy when
supply of new mass is limited.

Gibbs free energy minimization methods for calculating most likely phase distribution and
associated compositions, is not trivial within a reference scheme model. The difference in reference
level between various phases is one challenge. However, there are also several additional challenges
and in the final end it boils down to many parameters that are fitted towards pressure temperature
stability limit data.

6. Thermodynamic Properties

As also discussed above the consistency of free energies for all phases when ideal gas is a universal
reference state for all components in all phases is important for calculations of stability limits as well as
in kinetic theories on various levels of sophistication, from Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT) [28],
Multicomponent Diffuse Interface Theory (MDIT) [51,52], Phase Field Theory (PFT) [53–61] or other
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theories derived from statistical mechanics and concepts from Physics. A brief discussion on free
energies are discussed in the next section.

Enthalpy changes related to hydrate phase transitions are needed in any concept for production
of CH4 from hydrate. In pressure reduction method the pressure reduction ensures that Gibbs free
energy of the system is brought outside of hydrate stability zone, but the enthalpy still has to be
primarily supplied from the surrounding formations. Whether the transport capacity and the available
heat that can be generated through temperature gradients are sufficient remains to be seen. For the
reference method the only possibility is to use the calculated gradients of the pressure temperature in
a Clapeyron method as utilized by Anderson [62] or in a simpler scheme as proposed in this work.
A much more common approach is the simplified Clausius–Clapeyron which is simplified through
neglecting molar volumes of condensed phases. A recently proposed residual thermodynamic scheme
for enthalpy calculations [23,63–66] is also discussed in the section Enthalpies below. An advantage
of the residual thermodynamic scheme for both Free energies and Enthalpies is also the calculation
of consistent entropy changes. This is not a key topic in this work, but dynamic entropy generation
during various production schemes is an important indicator of production efficiency.

7. Hydrate Free Energies

An important feature of the residual thermodynamic description for all phases is the possibility to
compare stability of various hydrates formed from gas/water, dissolved hydrate formers or adsorbed
hydrate former and water. As an example we plot Gibbs free energy contours for CH4 hydrate along
the temperature pressure equilibrium curve in Figure 7a below. For comparison we plot free energies
of hydrates formed from saturated CH4 in water solution as function of temperature and pressure in
Figure 7b. At the saturation limit contours in Figure 7b the chemical potentials for CH4 in the solution
is the same as in the gas. Within the limited range of pressures and temperatures the chical potential
variation for CH4 is limited and vary around—25 kJ/moles. The similar variation for a three site model
of CO2 varies around -39 kJ/moles for the same range of conditions. This difference is the reason for
the lower Gibbs free energy of the CO2 hydrates as illustrated in Figure 8a,b.
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Figure 7. (a) Hydrate Gibbs free energy along the temperature pressure projection of the stability limits
of CH4 hydrate; (b) Gibbs free energy for hydrates formed from saturated solution of CH4 in water as
function of temperature and pressure.

The lower limit of hydrate stability concetration in water surrounding hydrate is found by solving
for the concentration of hydrate former in water that gives the same chemical potential for both water
and hydrate former in the aqueous phase and the hydrate phase. For CH4 these chemical potentials
are close to infinite dilution chemical potential in water and given by Equation (28), with the associated
parametrization. For the same ranges of conditions as in Figure 6b the chemical potential of CH4 is in
the order of −42.6 kJ/mole. The corresponding free energies for hydrate stability limits in terms of
concentration of CH4 varies slightly around −48.6 kJ/mole at 274 K and 50 bar. CO2 is more solvable
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in water and chemical potential variations larger, but for 274 K and 50 bar the chemical potential of
CO2 varies slightly around −48.0 kJ/mole and CO2 hydrate Gibbs free energy varies slightly around
−49.3 kJ/mole.
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Figure 8. (a) Hydrate Gibbs free energy along the temperature pressure projection of the stability limits
of CO2 hydrate; (b) Gibbs free energy for hydrates formed from saturated solution of CO2 in water as
function of temperature and pressure.

8. Enthalpies of Hydrate Formation and Dissociation

The Clausius equation for calculating enthalpies of phase transitions is well established and
there is no need for a detailed derivation. See for instance Kvamme et al. [66] for a brief review of
Anderson’s [62] scheme from using the Clapeyron equation:

∆H = T∆V
(

dP
dT

)
(34)

Unlike Anderson’s scheme we use Monte Carlo simulation to calculate partial molar volume of
guest molecules in the various types of cavities. The Monte Carlo procedures are discussed in much
details elsewhere [5,6] and will not be repeated here. The calculated values are listed in Table 6 below
and are almost not dependent on temperature for the limited range of hydrate stability in the liquid
water region.

Table 6. Sampled residual energies and cavity occupation volumes for CH4 and CO2.

Property
CH4 CO2

Large Cavity Small Cavity Large Cavity Small Cavity

UR
ki (kJ/mole) −16.53 −17.73 −27.65 −10.58
Vki (Å3) 164.2 89.2 135.6 76.9

The molar volume for guest molecules in the gas phase is directly available from the utilized
equation of state (SRK). Liquid water molar volume is almost constant and trivially calculated from
liquid water density and molecular weight. Hydrate water molecular volume is then calculated
according to the following balance for one guest:

VH = VH
H2OxH

H2O + VH
guest(1− xH

H2O) (35)

The density and average molecular weight for hydrate is trivially calculated from the lattice
constant (12.01 Å is used as a constant value throughout this work), calculated filling fractions and the
corresponding average mole-fractions of water and guest in the hydrate., i.e.,:
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VH
H2O =

VH
−VH

guest(1− xH
H2O)

xH
H2O

(36)

The change in volume needed for the Clausius equation is then:

∆V = xH
H2O

(
VH

H2O −Vwater
H2O

)
+ (1− xH

H2O)
(
VH

guest −Vgas
guest

)
(37)

Neglecting volumes of condensed phases volumes (including hydrate volume) reduce Equation (19)
to the Clausius–Clapeyron equation:

dlnP
d( 1

T )
=
−∆H

Rz
(38)

Hydrate formation pressures are generally significant above ideal gas limit for methane and natural
gas. Moreover, as discussed above it is not very complicated to calculate the necessary volumes needed
for the Clausius equation in (34) so we will not compare results with the Clausius–Clapeyron here.

A fundamentally different approach can be derived from the residual thermodynamics model
based on chemical potentials for water and guests [63–66]:

H0,H
H2O = −RT2

∂

[
µ0,H

H2O
RT

]
P,
→

N

∂T
+


∑

k=1,2

vk

∑
i

hki

[
(µki − ∆gki) − T( ∂µki

∂T −
∂∆gki
∂T )

]
(
1 +

∑
i

hki

)
 (39)

For liquid water, the enthalpy is even more trivially obtained by numerical differentiation of the
polyonomial fit of chemical potential as function of T given by Kvamme & Tanaka [4]. For water
containinf salt or other compents such as methanol additional contributions according to analyttical or
numerical differentiaon of the activity term in Equation (13). An example for methanol addition is
given in Figure 9 below.
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Figure 9. (a) CH4 Hydrate stability limits in the tempreature pressure projection for 3 different
methanol concentrations, 5% mole per cent (solid), 10% mole per cent (dashed), 20% mole per cent
(dash–dot). O are experimental data from Svartås and Fadnes [67], * are experimental data from Ng
and Robinson [68] and + are experimental data from Svartås and Fadnes [67]; (b) Calculated enthalpies
of CH4 hydrate formation along the hydrate stability limits in pressure temperature as function of mole
per cent methanol in water. Lower curve is for pure water, followed by 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10% and 12%.

In an equilibrium situation, the chemical potential of same guest (hydrate former) in the two cavity
types must be the same and these must be equal to the chemical potential of the same guest molecule
in the phase that it has come from. For the heterogeneous case, this implies chemical potential of the
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molecule in gas (or liquid) hydrate former phase. However, outside of equilibrium, the gradients in
chemical potentials as function of T, P and mole-fractions must reflect how the guest molecule behaves
in the cavity.

Enthalpies for various guest molecules in the two types of cavities can be computed by Monte
Carlo simulations along the lines described by Kvamme & Lund [5] and Kvamme & Førrisdahl [6] by
sampling guest water interaction energies and efficient volumes from the guest molecules movements.
That is:

HR
ki = UR

ki + (zki − 1)RT (40)

U refers to energy and superscript R stands for residual (interaction) contribution. Zki denotes
compressibility factor for the guest molecule i in cavity k. Consistent ideal gas values for the same
interaction models that were applied in evaluation of the residual values is trivial.

zki =
PVki
kBT

(41)

where kB means Boltzmann’s constant and Vki stands for the excluded volume of a molecule of type
i in cavity of type k. This latter volume can be evaluated from the sampled volume of center of
mass movements plus the excluded volume due to water/guest occupation. Slightly more complex
sampling and calculation for molecules which are not monoatomic (or approximated as monoatomic
like methane), but still fairly standard [5,6] and explicit discussion on this is not required here.

For a relevant temperature span in the order of 10 K (273 K–283 K), the differences in enthalpies as
evaluated from Equation (40) using Monte Carlo sampled data do not vary substantially and could
even be approximated as constant for the purpose of this work. This is as expected because the hydrate
water lattice is fairly rigid and the average movements are almost the same for the limited temperature
range. Sampled cavity partition functions will of course vary remarkably over the same temperature
range because of the direct exponential (Boltzmann factor) dependency. The interaction models for
methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2) used is the same as those used by Kvamme & Tanaka [4].
In addition, note that while there is an average attraction also for carbon dioxide (CO2), the sampled
Langmuir constant is very small and not substantial. This is also confirmed by the Molecular Dynamics
(MD) studies along the lines of Kvamme & Tanaka [4] whereby the movements of carbon dioxide in the
small cavity interferes with several water liberation frequencies and the resulting Gibbs free energy of
inclusion is not favorable for carbon dioxide in the small cavity. While small cavity occupation of carbon
dioxide has been found at extreme conditions in the ice range of temperatures in some studies [69],
it remains unclear if there would be any substantial small cavity filling at all for temperatures above
zero degrees Celsius.

The most general approach for calculating enthalpy changes related to temperature pressure
stability projection of the phase transition for hydrate formation and dissociation is clearly the residual
thermodynamic scheme. Although we have only demonstrated this for pure components here the
formalism is totally general for mixtures as well. However, there are not many available studies for
mixtures to compare with so it makes sense to start with pure components. Moreover, since CH4

and CO2 are important in the concept for combined CH4 production from hydrate and safe long
terms storage of CO2 ([23] and references therein) these data are needed by use and likely others.
The Clapeyron scheme by Anderson [52] involves fairly many computational steps since it goes
through ice. Anderson’s [62] scheme is discussed and compared in more detail elsewhere [66]. A much
simpler Clapeyron scheme was proposed in this work. Preliminary comparisons for CH4 and CO2

with experimental data as well as the residual scheme are very promising, except for temperatures
higher than around 287 K for CH4 and CO2. As expected the Clausius–Clapeyron scheme is inferior
and results deviates significantly even for moderate pressures (30 bar) for both CH4 and CO2.

Another aspect that is worthwhile considering is that even for the two very different hydrate
formers the enthalpy change as function of temperature is an almost linear function. Practically this
means that the specific heat capacity change for the phase transition is almost the same for all the
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various pressures along the stability curve. The enthalpy change for a fluid as function of pressure
is by definition zero for ideal gas, approximately zero up to moderate densities and again almost
zero for liquid density. In summary this leaves a window of fairly high density gas at which the
pressure dependency is significant. This is also reflected in the difference between the subcritical CO2

in Figure 11c with its higher density than density of CH4 in Figure 10c. Even if the enthalpies in the
plots in Figure 10a–d, are not orthonormal since both T and P vary simultaneously in these plots the
consequence of the reflection above indicates that it may be feasible to propose the construction two
approximate orthonormal functions as:

∆HFormation(T, P) ≈ ∆HFormation(T) + ∆HFormation(P)

=
[
a0 + a1

TCi
T

]
+

npoly∑
m=1

bm

(
P

PCi

)m−1
 (42)

In the most coarse grain approximation a linear approximation of the enthalpy change from
the lowest temperature to the highest temperature in Figure 10a,b would practically imply that the
pressure dependency in (42) is approximated to zero. In this case calculations of heats of formation
and dissociation outside equilibrium curve will be absolutely trivial and the more rigorous approach
discussed by Kvamme [51] and Kvamme et al. [53] will not needed for those cases. Some experimental
data are even published without information on pressure, as discussed by Kvamme et al [53]. In general
there are many limitations on available experimental data for enthalpies of hydrate phase transitions.
An example fit is illustrated for CH4 in Figure 11 below. A similar fit for CO2 is given as Figure 12 below.
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Figure 10. (a) Calculated enthalpies of hydrate formation along the pressure temperature hydrate
stability limit curve for CH4. Solid is calculated using Equation (39), dashed curve is calculated using
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the Clausius approach in Equation (34) and dash–dot is calculated using Clausius–Clapeyron,
Equation (38) using compressibility factors from SRK [31] equation of state. o are calculated results
from Nakamura et al. [40] based on Clapeyron. * is an experimental point measured by Kang et al. [70]
using Calorimetry. + are two points measured by Lievois et al. [71] using calorimetry; (b) calculated
enthalpies of hydrate formation along the pressure temperature hydrate stability limit curve for CO2.
Solid is calculated using Equation (39), dashed curve is calculated using the Clausius approach in
Equation (34) and dash–dot is calculated using Clausius–Clapeyron, Equation (38) using compressibility
factors from SRK [31] equation of state. * is an experimental point measured by Kang et al. [70] using
calorimetry; (c) pressure projection of the enthalpy change of the CH4 hydrate formation along the
pressure temperature stability limits; (d) pressure projection of the enthalpy change of the CO2 hydrate
formation along the pressure temperature stability limits.
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fit; Figure 11b. Critical pressure for, PCi for CH4, is 45.99 bar. Number of terms in the last term of 
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Figure 11. (a) Enthalpy change for hydrate formation as calculated from Equation (39) (solid) for CH4

along the temperature pressure stability limit and the temperature part of Equation (42) (dashed).
Critical temperature TCj in the first term in Equation (42) is 190.56 K for CH4. a0 = 81.0 kJ/mole and
a1 = −198.3 kJ/mole; (b) difference between enthalpy change calculated from Equation (39) and only a
linear function in temperature (first term on right hand side of Equation (42); dashed line in Figure 11a;
(c) fit of the orthonormal pressure term in Equation (42) to the error after the linear temperature
fit; Figure 11b. Critical pressure for, PCi for CH4, is 45.99 bar. Number of terms in the last term of
Equation (42), npoly, is 4 and the parameters from m = 1 to m = 4 is −1.0314, 1.8105, −0.7924, 0.0916;
(d) final errors between calculations from Equation (39) and the orthonormal fit in Equation (42).
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Figure 12. (a) Enthalpy change for hydrate formation as calculated from Equation (39) (solid) for CO2

along the temperature pressure stability limit and the temperature part of Equation (42) (dashed).
Critical temperature TCj in the first term in Equation (42) is 304.13 K for CO2. A0 = 104.1 kJ/mole
and a1 = -154.5 kJ/mole; (b) difference between enthalpy change calculated from Equation (39) and
only a linear function in temperature (first term on right hand side of Equation (42); the dashed line
in Figure 12a; (c) fit of the orthonormal pressure term in Equation (42) to the error after the linear
temperature fit; Figure 12b. Critical pressure for, PCi for CO2, is 73.9 bar. Number of terms in the last
term of Equation (42), npoly, is 4 and the parameters from m = 1 to m = 7 is −0.61093, 3.63664, −5.78843,
3.67580, −1.11322, 0.16192, −0.00910 (d) final errors between calculations from Equation (39) and the
orthonormal fit in Equation (42).

The total dominance in temperature dependency is not very surprising in a residual
thermodynamics formulation. As also mentioned before temperature and pressure are independent
thermodynamic variables so using gradients in temperature and pressure in an indirect way to calculate
enthalpy may not be ideal as compared to calculating enthalpies as direct responses to temperature
and pressure in a residual thermodynamic framework. If we first look at the water contribution then
the combined first and second laws for two stable co-existing phases can be written as:
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≤
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Superscripts H and Aq denote Hydrate and liquid water phase, respectively. The flat line on the
symbols H, S and V denote partial molar quantities for enthalpy, entropy and volumes, respectively for
component i. The superscript o,H and o,Aq denote surrounding temperature facing hydrate and liquid
water, respectively. There is a limited partial molar volume difference between water in the two phases,
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but it is still small volumes. The entropy differences for water in the first term, on the other hand, is
substantial between the ordered hydrate and the relative more chaotic liquid water phase. For the
guest molecules the enthalpy for guests in cavities was discussed above and for the guest molecules
in fluid (gas, liquid, supercritical) phase the relevant expression for the pure components is separate
phase is:

Hi(T, P) = Hidealgas
i (T) −RT2 ∂ lnφi(T, P)

∂T
(44)

The ideal gas contribution will be the same for the component tin the fluid phase and in the
cavities so the only differences are in the residual contribution. In summary the pressure sensitivity in
the enthalpy is expected to be limited, but not as small as the pressure part of Equation (42) in the fits
presented in Figures 11 and 12. A more detailed analysis of the various contributions in Equation (39)
would give a different splitting into two approximate orthonormal functions. Nevertheless—the results
from (42) may be accurate enough for many practical purposes relative to other uncertainties. Moreover,
as also discussed above available experimental data are very incomplete and inconsistent [51,53].

Another limitation of the Clapeyron scheme is the limitation to temperature pressure gradients,
which excludes calculation of released heat during formation of hydrate from dissolved hydrate
formation in liquid water. A film of hydrate formed from a separate hydrate former phase and
water will rapidly create a mass transport barrier. Formation of hydrate from aqueous solution and
particularly towards the existing hydrate film, will release heat that will dynamically interact with the
mass transport limited growth [72]. Part of the released heat will distribute rapidly through liquid
water below, but some of the released heat will dissociate some of the hydrate film. Nano scale
(Molecular Dynamics simulations) and meso scale (Phase Field Theory modeling) [53–61] may shed
more insight into these aspects.

In Figure 13 we plot some calculations of heat of formation for hydrate formed from liquid solution
of CO2 in water. Details of the calculation procedures are described in more detail by Kvamme [53].
Basically the calculations follow the same scheme as for hydrate formed from gas hydrate formers and
water except that the hydrate former thermodynamics is now a liquid state hydrate former description.
The magnitudes of the enthalpies are smaller since the difference between a hydrate former surrounded
by more or less structured water in liquid state is closer to the hydrate cavity state. This in contrast to
bringing a gas molecule into a cavity of more restricted movements and in most cases higher density.
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Figure 13. (a) Calculated enthalpies of hydrate formation from aqueous solution of CO2 as function of
mole-fraction for 274 K and 100 bar (solid) and for 274 K and 200 bar (dashed); (b) calculated enthalpies
of hydrate formation from aqueous solution of CO2 as function of mole-fraction for 285 K and 100 bar
(solid) and for 285 K and 200 bar (dashed).

Similar plots for CH4 at the same two temperatures are given in Figure 14 below.
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Figure 14. (a) Calculated enthalpies of hydrate formation from aqueous solution of CH4 as function of
mole-fraction for 274 K and 100 bar (solid) and for 274 K and 200 bar (dashed); (b) calculated enthalpies
of hydrate formation from aqueous solution of CH4 as function of mole-fraction for 285 K and 100 bar
(solid) and for 285 K and 200 bar (dashed).

The variation in enthalpies for CH4 hydrate formation is smaller for CH4. The different behavior
for the two temperatures reflect that the trapping of CH4 in the large cavity of structure I actually
involves an expansion for CH4 going from liquid to large cavity. Due to Equations (40) and (41) there
is a turning of the gradient in enthalpies of hydrate formation in the pressure region from 100 bar to
200 bar.

While the illustrations for the heterogeneous hydrate formation in Figures 9 and 10 are for hydrate
formation along the P, T hydrate stability curve the extension to other conditions is also straightforward
as discussed by Kvamme (53) through Taylor expansions. Similar for the homogeneous hydrate
formation in Figures 13 and 14.

9. Discussion

The reference method for calculation of hydrate stability limits in the temperature pressure
projection of the hydrate stability window is a very old method with substantial limitations, some of
which are illustrated in this work. Present level of molecular simulations, as well molecular models for
water and other molecules of relevance for hydrate formation and dissociation, is on a very mature
level that should make the reference method redundant. Even the illustrations in this work, using a
fairly old water interaction model (the TIP4P potential [73]) illustrates the extended possibilities in
thermodynamic analysis related to hydrate phase transitions in natural hydrate systems and industrial
hydrates. The fact that natural hydrates in sediments never can reach thermodynamic equilibrium,
but reside in a dynamic stationary balance between incoming fluxes of hydrate formers from below and
dissociation through fracture systems bringing in water from above that dissociates hydrate should
motivate a transition over to the use of residual thermodynamics also for hydrate phases. This will
also open up for next generation of hydrate simulators.

The old method of reference properties is substantially weakened by the need for many empirical
fittings of fundamental properties (enthalpies, free energies). The focused fit of these properties as well
as water/guest interaction fitting limit the use of the reference method to more or less only the pressure
temperature projection of the phase stability limits. Other phase transitions, such as dissociation of
hydrate towards under saturated water, is not feasible with the old concept. The heat release during
hydrate formation and the reverse heat needed to dissociate hydrate, is critical in evaluation of hydrate
production. However, enthalpy calculations are also critical in evaluation of dissociation of hydrate
plugs and other application related to hydrate phase transitions.
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The use of reactive transport analogy and treating each hydrate phase transition as a pseudo
reaction gives a totally different platform for hydrate reservoir simulators [74–78] and includes papers
in these theses. Hydrate reservoir simulators based on local free energy minimization of competing
phase transitions for hydrate formation and hydrate dissociation, under constraints of local mass-
and energy-fluxes, has a wider application. A few of these applications have been discussed in
this work, but future possibilities include many extensions, as for example couplings to dynamic
geo-bio ecosystems.

In addition to a wider application of a residual scheme comes the value of a consistent route
to various thermodynamic properties, as illustrated by a new route for calculation of enthalpies of
formation and dissociation [51,53,66], as discussed above. This also includes heat of formation from
dissolved hydrate formers in water (and corresponding reverse dissociation). We also propose a new
and simple Claussius method for environments that do not have a thermodynamic code, but measured
pressure temperature stability limit data.

Similar for industrial systems, like processing and transport of hydrocarbon systems, which also
has the same situation of not being able to reach equilibrium due to all the possible routes to hydrate
formation, including the impact of solid surfaces like rusty pipelines [22,25–27,29,30,79–81]. Even if
hydrate forms in a pipeline it can re-dissociate if the flow surrounding the hydrate results in contact
with liquid water under saturated with hydrate former or hydrocarbons which is under saturated
with water. Moreover, this is of course not limited to hydrocarbons. Any handling of hydrate forming
phases that contains water or is flowing together with a water phase in a multiphase pipeline, has to be
analyzed in a non-equilibrium fashion.

The reason for the title of the study is a hope that other research groups should start to think
about changing from the reference method over to residual thermodynamics. This is also the reason
that we provided a very brief discussion of the old method, which is present in many codes around
the world today. It is actually very simple to convert codes over to a residual thermodynamic basis.
Moreover, there are many reasons for making this change. As we have discussed here some of the
advantages of a residual thermodynamic scheme along the lines described here are:

(1) The possibility to calculate different hydrate formation and dissociation, phase transitions.
This was illustrated for hydrate formation from dissolved hydrate formers and hydrate
stability limits;

(2) In a general non-equilibrium situation, the advantage of a residual thermodynamic scheme
is that every component in every co-existing phase has the same reference state (ideal gas).
Direct comparisons of chemical potentials and Gibbs free energies for different phases will
therefore also provide a direct comparison of relative phase stabilities and thermodynamic driving
forces for phase transitions;

(3) Residual thermodynamics link directly into Molecular Dynamics simulations for providing model
molecule properties for active phases for which experimental data are impossible to measure.
One example is hydrate formers adsorbed on mineral surfaces and subsequent hydrate nucleation
toward mineral surfaces. It is possible to measure structures of fluids adsorbed on solid surfaces,
but there is no direct coupling over to thermodynamic properties;

(4) As illustrated here the advantage is that residual thermodynamic description along the lines
described here gives direct and consistent routes to many important thermodynamic properties,
as demonstrated with enthalpy of hydrate formation. To our knowledge it is the only available
method for calculation of enthalpies of hydrate formation for mixtures;

(5) Hydrate nucleation theories are implicit couplings between thermodynamics of the phase
Transition (Gibbs free energy change), mass transport dynamics and heat transport dynamics.
All the thermodynamic properties involved in various nucleation theories are available from the
concept demonstrated here;

(6) Present stage of modeling hydrate production was very limited by lack of consistent
thermodynamic tools that is able to address the variety of calculations needed for all the
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phase transitions involved. The non-equilibrium nature of hydrates in sediments [79–81] requires
a residual thermodynamic scheme that is able to address competing phase transitions for hydrate
formation and hydrate dissociation. Work is therefore in progress [76–80] on the development of
a new hydrate reservoir simulator, which is fundamentally. Different from any other hydrate
reservoir simulators because in utilize a reactive transport platform in which all hydrate phase
transitions are treated as pseudo reactions. Each of the thesis in references [76–80] contain 6 to 12
Journal publications. The thesis can be downloaded from University of Bergen for free or they
can be sent from the leading author of this study;

(7) The residual thermodynamic scheme described in this work was applied to discussion on
maximum water that can be tolerated in various hydrate forming systems during transport in
pipelines [22,25–30]. This also includes impact of mineral surfaces (rust) on concentration limit of
water in gas before drop-out.

With reference to the title of the study, we have demonstrated that a residual thermodynamic
scheme can be a platform for complete thermodynamic description of hydrates in sediments, as well
as hydrates forming in industrial situation- To date, we have illustrated this through various hydrate
stability limit region, like temperature, pressure and hydrate stability towards surrounding water
or gas. Moreover, we have illustrated that the same model can be used to calculate thermodynamic
responses like free energy changes and enthalpy changes that are needed in hydrate production and in
many other applications. The residual thermodynamic scheme for enthalpies discussed here is quite
unique because it can be used for the same multicomponent mixtures as used in other calculations.
It is also a consistent scheme since it is derived from the free energy model. Presently the residual
scheme as discussed here is the most extensive and general thermodynamic model for hydrate.
That does not imply that other researchers need to follow our basic models for residual properties of
ice, liquid water and empty hydrate. Molecular Dynamics simulations are very easy today in terms of
modern computers, many new models for water–water interactions and many open software packages
for conducting the simulations. The message is simply that we should turn over from a limited concept
from 1970′s to a more complete thermodynamic model system for more general use. This will open up
for a totally different platform that can address many natural systems in a different and more accurate
way. This includes dynamic hydrate systems that forms from upcoming gas and dissociates towards
incoming seawater and it also includes conventional hydrate seeps that enters seafloor at hydrate
forming conditions. The need to understand these systems from a more fundamental thermodynamic
point of view is very important in the discussion on changes of carbon fluxes into the oceans. Moreover,
hydrate energy is becoming increasingly important for many countries. The residual thermodynamic
concept presented here can provide all necessary thermodynamic calculations involved.

10. Conclusions

The reference method for calculating hydrate stability limits in the temperature pressure projection
has many limitations. It is not theoretically sound to fit chemical potentials and enthalpies to a range of
different hydrate using a semi-empirical model for the cavity partition functions. While the theoretical
platform is a Langmuir type of adsorption theory the semi-empirical aspect comes in how the water
lattice is treated as not being disturbed by the guest molecule movements in the cavities. This is fair for
small guest molecules like CH4, but may be wrong by one kilojoule per mole for a guest molecule like
CO2 in large cavity of structure I. Other semi-empirical aspects are related to various approximations
in the evaluation of the Langmuir-constant and the models for interactions between guest molecules
and the water molecules in the lattice. Practically all the fitting of parameters in the reference method
to a two-dimensional (temperature pressure) projection of the hydrate stability limits is a limitation
which makes the concept less useful to address modern hydrate challenges. The rapidly growing
interest in hydrate energy requires more accurate thermodynamic description of all dimensions of
hydrate stability limits. This involves all phases that can contribute to hydrate formation and hydrate
dissociation like aqueous phases and dissolved hydrate formers and adsorption on mineral surfaces.
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With the rapid development of interaction models for water and other relevant components for hydrate,
including mineral surfaces it is time to make more use of molecular dynamics simulations to establish
residual thermodynamic models for all phases of relevance for hydrate formation. In this work we
have demonstrated that residual thermodynamic modeling for all phases is able to describe a wider
range of the hydrate stability limits. Moreover, in addition we have demonstrated that also enthalpies
of hydrate formation and dissociation can be predicted by residual thermodynamics. Being able to
predict stability limits (free energy related) as well as enthalpies is a good sign of consistency also for
entropy development. We have also proposed a promising simple Clapeyron scheme as alternative to
other more complex schemes.

The residual thermodynamic scheme presented and illustrated here is totally superior to the old
reference method. One of the reasons is that the residual scheme because it provides a consistent scheme
for a very wide range of properties that are need in practical applications in natural hydrate systems,
as well asand in industrial hydrate systems. This does not mean that other groups need to use our model
systems for chemical potentials of water as ice or liquid and water in empty hydrates. The equations
that we have presented for hydrate thermodynamic properties, including enthalpy calculations can be
applied with any sets of chemical potentials for water derived from molecular modeling.
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